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ABSTRACTS It is found that energy dependent diffusion theory 

provides excellent accuracy ia tfee modelling of tians-oort of 

uootra). atoms in fusion plasmas. Two reasons in particular 

explain the good accuracy. First, while the plasma is optically 

thick for low energy neutrals, it is optically thin for high 

energy neutrals and diffusion theory with Marshak boundary 

conditions gives accurate results for an optically chin medium 

even for Small vclues of 'c', the ratio of the scattering to the 

total cross section. Second, the effective value of 'c' at low 

energy becomes very close to one due to the down-scattering via 

collisions of high energy neutrals. The first reason is proven 

both computationally and theoretically by solving the transport 

equation in a power seiies in 'c' and the diffusion equation with 

'general' Marshak boundary conditions. The second reason is 

established numerically by comparing 'che results from a one-

dimensional, general geometry, multigroup diffusion theory code, 

written for this purpose, with the results obtained using the 

transport code ANISN. Earlier work that compared one-speed 

diffusion and transport theory indicated diffusion theory would 

be inaccurate. A detailed analysis shows that this conclusion is 

limited to a very specific case. For a very wide range of 

conditions and when •energy dependence is includeds diffusion 

theory is surprisingly, and highly, accurate. 
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I. INTRODUCTION i 

Interest in calculating the neutral atom distribution in plasmas 

arises because of the very important role that the neutral atoms play 

in present axperiments and in fusion reactors. Neutrals have an 

effect on both the plasma and the vacuum chamber, the former by 

affecting the plasma particle and energy balance, the latter by 

causing spattering and erosion of the wall materials. Wall sputtering 

by the neutral atoms is of major importance. First, although a 

limiter can save the first vail from plasma ion bombardment, it cannot 

prevent the first wall from being bombarded by energetic atoms 

generated as a result of recycling and transport. Second, the energy 

of charge-exchange neutrals leaving the plasma can be high, often as 

high as the central ion energy. Sputtering of the first wall, caused 

mainly by the neutral atoms, can introduce high-Z impurities into the 

plasma thus enhancing the radiation loss. Charge-exchange neutrals can 

also be used as a diagnostic for the plasma ion temperature. 

Analytical, semisnalytical and numerical solutions to the problem 

of neutral atom transport in plasmas have been obtained. Since an 

analytical solution to the general Boltzmaim transport equation is not 

possible, analytical and semianalytical solutions have been obtained 

only with many simplifying assumptions- The usual assumptions are 

slab or half-space geometry, constant plasma temperature and constant 

plasma density (i.e. a homogeneous medium) and simplified boundary 

conditions. Among others, solutions under such assumptions have been 
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obtained by Ranker and Wobig[l], Volkov and Igitkhaaov[2] and 

Burrellf3j. Tendler and Agren[U) have provided an analytical solution 

for the neutral atom distribution itf the edge plasma with a 

nonhomogeneoua temperature profile. They have assumed (o . v) to be 

constant. Among the numerical solutions are those of Hackraan, et 

al,[5] and Audenaerde, et al.[6] in slab geometry. Garcia, et al.(7] 

have used the F„-raethod to calculate the neutral atom distribution in N 

half-space and slab plasmas. Marable and Oblow[S] appear to be the 

first to report the use of the one-dimensional neutron transport code 

ANISN for neutral atom transport in fusion plasmas. Duchs, et al.(9] 

have applied the generation method, allowing up to ten successive 

generations of charge-exchange neutrals, to neutral atom transport in 

one-dimensional cylindrical plasmas. Hughes and PostflOJ have written 

a Monte Carlo code in one-dimensional cylindrical geometry. 

Multidimensional Monte Carlo codes for neutral atom transport have 

been reported by Heifetz, et al.fllj, by Reiter and Nicolai[12j, and 

others. 

Although there are certain features, such as nearly isotropic 

charge-exchange cross sections and isotropic wall-originated neutral 

atom sources, which would imply that a diffusion theory solution would 

be accurate, no serious attempt has been made to investigate the 

possibility of applying diffusion theory to the transport of neutral 

atoms in plasmas. In some previous works [2,3], a one-group or energy 

independent diffusion approximation solution was obtained from the 

kinetic solution for the neutral atom density. 
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The primary objective of this paper is to establish that diffusion 

theory provides an accurate description of neutral atom transport in 

fusion plaanas. The significance of this finding will come in the 

numerical solution of two and three-dimensional problems where 

computation time will be crucial. Diffusion theory numerical solutions 

are generally obtained with orders of magnitude savings in. 

computational time relative to numerical transport theory. A multi-

energy group diffusion theory code for neutral atom calculations in 

two-dimensional plasmas of general cylindrical and toroidal geometries 

has been developed and is reported elsewhere [13J. 

In section II, we compare diffusion and transport theory in one-

dimensional plasmas to show the accuracy of diffusion theory. The 

limitations of one-group diffusion theory and the range of its 

applicability are discussed in section III. This provides a partial 

understanding of why energy dependent diffusion theory provides good 

accuracy. In section IV, we Investigate the reasons for this good 

accuracy. Section V contains a summary and conclusions. 

II COMPARISON OF MUtTIGROUP DIFFUSION THEORY AND TRANSPORT THEORY 
RESULTS 

In plasma-neutral interactions, ionization of the neutral atoms by 

plasma ions and electrons is equivalent to absorption, while charge-

exchange is equivalent to scattering. This scattering has complete up-

scattering and down-scattering in the sense that, in a onltigroup 

energy treatment, a neutral atom in the lowest energy group can appear 
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in the highest energy group, and vice versa, upon a charge exchange 

event. An attempt to find a multigroup diffusion theory code which 

would allow complete up and down-scattering was not successful. 

Therefore, a one-diaeosional, general geometry (slab, cylindrical and 

spherical), multigroup diffusion theory code has been written 

employing a finite difference method. In the multigroup method, the 

energy variable, E, is divided into a number of energy groups defined 

by the boundary energies: E,(h.ighest energy), E»,..., E , E^,, i 

Efl(lowest energy). The energy group 'g' refers to the group bounded by 

E . and E . A review of multigxoup energy dependent diffusion theory 

can be found in many texts [14-17). The one-dimensional, general 

geometry, multigroup diffusion equation can be written as 

0 

- -J" 4< l P y r Hb s

C r ) K( r >y r >=v=i v V ° V C r > + Y r ) 

U ) 

g=1.2 G 

where g labels the particular energy group, <£ is the neutral atom 

flux for group g, a ° is the macroscopic total cross section 

(ionization plus charge-exchange) for group g, <j , ̂  is the group-to-

group macroscopic scattering cross section, D is the diffusion 

coefficient in. group g, and S is the volumetric source in group g. 
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die flux, * (r), is equal to *(r,E) integrated over the energy group 

g, i.e.. from E ., to E , and < is the product or" density and speed. g+1 8 
When the scattering cross section is isotropic, the diffusion 

coefficient, D ; for isotropic diffusion theory is given by l/(3« 8). S s 

The source in group g, S , can contain a recombination neutral atom 

source which may become important for high density plasmas[181. In 

this paper we provide results assuming only a wall-originated source 

of neutrals in. order to address the issue of accuracy using diffusion 

theory. The parameter p is 0 in slab geometry, 1 in cylindrical 

geometry and 2 in spherical geometry. 

The boundary conditions considered are: 

1- free surface; J. =0 
in 

2. reflection: J =0 net 

3 . albedo or white: J . = a J 
in out 

•where J represent the total current of neutral atoms (inward or 

outward) at the surface. Each of these, together with the surface 

source, can be represented as 

J. = S + a J (2) 
in o out 

There is one equation like equation (2) for each energy group. The P. 

Harsbak expressions [16] for J and J are used in equation (2; and 
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**« ̂  • -f -I*. 'out - "J* - + ^ (3> 

where n is the unit outward normal vector at the surface and 4 and 
s 

Vf are the neutral flux and its gradient at the surface, — s 

respectively. 

In neutron transport theory, P^ equations corresponding to the 

Boltzmann's transport equation are obtained by expanding the angular 

flujc in Legendre polynomials for one-dimensional problems and in 

spherical harmonics for problems that are multidimensional. The 

expansions are truncated after (N+l) terms. The P -approximation gives 

the diffusion equation. In one-dimensional slab geometry, the Marshak 

expressions [16,17] for free surface boundary conditions are given by 

the following equations: 

/ du *(o,i0 PkCu) =* 0 ; / du #(a.u) P (u) = 0 (A) 
o -1 

k=l,3 N odd. 

where u is the cosine of the polar angle and P. (pi) is the Legendre 

polynomial of order k. In the P. approximation, we only need P (u)=u. 

Then equation (4) simply states that at the boundary, J =0. The 
in 

expression for J. is the same as ID equation (3). 
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At least three types of diffusion theories are available, namely, 

Isotropic Diffusion Theory (IDT) or the familiar Pj-diffusion 

theory[14-17], asymptotic diffusion theory!19], and flux-limited 

diffusion theoryf20J. Numerical comparisons reported in reference 

[21] show that IDT gives better accuracy for neutral transport 

compared to the other two. Likely reasons are that asymptotic 

diffusion theory solves for the asymptotic part of the total transport 

solution while suitable boundary conditions for flux-limited diffusion 

theory are not available at present. The diffusion theory results 

reported here are based on IDT. 

Transport results have been obtained using the one-dimensional 

transport theory cade ANISN(22]. The changing properties of the plasma 

as a function of radius is treated by dividing the plasma into a 

number of zones along the radius. In each zone, the plasma-neutral 

interaction cross sections are assumed to be constant. These cross 

sections are calculated by integrating over each zone using the basic 

plasma-neutral interaction cross sections and the temperature and 

density profiles of the plasma. The basic cross sections are functions 

of plasma-neutral relative velocity. Each zone is referred to as a 

separate aaterial in a multigroup treatment. The code PLASMX(Z3( has 

been used to find the multigtoup plasma-neutral interaction cross 

sections. As explained later, only isotropic multigroup cross sections 

have been used. 
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Figures 1 to 3 show the comparison of multigroup IDT results-with 

those from ANISN. Figures 1 and 2 are for a 40cm wide slab. Figure 1 

also shows the solution using tho 1-D slab geometry code SPUDNUT[6]. 

The accuracy of diffusion theory is quite good. SPLJDNUT gives poor 

results at the plassn edge and center. Probable reasons are the 

approximations introduced by using the exponential integral of order 

one, E., in the solution, and the use of successive generations of 

charge-exchange neutral atoms. The plasma temperature and and density 

are assumed to have parabolic profiles. 

In figure 3, the plasma slab width has been increased to 85cra, 

modelled after TFTR[ll). The multigroup structure used has 21 energy 

groups with a maximum energy of 40keV. The right surface (X=85CII0 of 

the plasma slab is reflected and the left surface(x=0cm) is subject to 

either vacuum or reflection boiyidary conditions. The 35.0cm plasma is 

equivalent to about 200 mean free paths for a neutral atom in the 

lowest energy group, group 21, The ratio of scattering to total cross 

section, c, for this group is less than 0.8, Comparison of the neutral 

flux by the multigroup diffusion theory(IDT) and ANISN for group 21 is 

shown in Table I. For the case 'c' less than 0.8 and a 200rafp slab, 

one-group diffusion theory would predict a very poor solution (see 

figure 6(c)). Yet the multigroup dirfusion theory solution tor group 

21, given in table I, is clearly accurate, figure 4 shows a 

comparision of the average neutral atom energy by the transport and 

diffusion theories for this problem. It shows that diffusion theory 

accurately predicts the average neutral atom energy. 
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These results clearly show that Che multigroup diffusion theory 

provides good accuracy for the transport of neutral atoms in Tusion 

plasmas. The maximum difference is within 20% of results from 

transport theory. 

III. LIMITATIONS OF MONOENEHGETIC DIFFUSION THEORY 

In this section, we discuss the limitations of a one-group 

diffusion theory solutions and point out the condi»\ons under which 

such a solution can provide good accuracy for the transport of neutral 

atoms in plasmas. The need for an energy dependent treatment becomes 

apparent from this discussion. A comparison of energy independent 

diffusion approximation solutions and energy dependent kinetic theory 

solutions reported in reference \Z) support the observations made in 

this section. Figure 5 is s reproduction from reference f3J where the 

one-group diffusion solution has been obtained from the energy 

dependent transport solution *>y taking the limit as 'c' approaches 

one. A one-group treatment is equivalent to assuming chat the neutral 

atooi have the same temperature as the plasma particles. This is true 

Ciily when 'c' is very close to one. The reasons are as follow. 

When 'c' is very close to unity, absorption is negligible, and, 

after a sufficient number of collisions, .leutral particles assume the 

plasma particle distribution, i.e., a Waxwellian around v . (see also 

figure 5(b)). As such, they can be treated as in tho same energy 

group as the plaimtt particles even though the neutral source has a 
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different energy, again, this is not true near the source, whatever 

the value of 'c', if the source neutrals have a different temperature 

from the plasma teoperature. This can be seen from the energy 

distribution of the neutral atoms in figure 5Cb). In this case 

(different source temperature), even with 'c' close to cne, one-group 

diffusion theory will be very inaccurate near the source. That this is 

the case can be clearly seen from figure 5{a} Where for c=O.S, for 

example, the diffusion theory result is about 10 times smaller than 

the kinetic theory result at the surface. Therefore, a one-group 

diffusion solution away from the source will closely represent the 

transport solution only when 'c' is Very close to oiie. 

When 'c' is not close to 1, absorption is appreciable, and the 

neutral particles will no longer assume the plasma velocity 

distribution. As such, v . is no longer the representative velocity 

for the neutral particles in the plasma, and a one-group diffusion 

solution will not be applicable. In fact, the distribution of the 

neutral particles in the plasma will greatly deviate from a 

Maxwellian, and only an energy dependent treatment will be accurate in 

this case. 

High energy neutrals have longer mean free paths. Absorption always 

shifts the neutral spectrum towards higher energy. A one-group 

(especially for low energy) diffusion solution will show faster decay 

of the neutral density away from the wall(source) than is proper. 

Again, in reference[3]> the diffusion coefficient, D, is c/2. As a 
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result, the neutral density decays fastRr away from the wall for 

smaller values of ' c' in the diffusion theory solution in 

referenced J. This is evident from figure 5(a). Wheji c=l, the 

diffusion coefficient of 1/2 is proper for particles with a Maxwellian 

distribution, which the neutral atoms assume when 'c is very close to 

one. 

In summary, the limited applicability of raonoenergetic diffusion 

theory for neutral atom transport in plasmas may be stated as follows: 

The neutral particle density in a constant teiaperature plasma can be 

closely approximated by a one-energy group diffusion theory with mean 

energy given as 3/2 the plasma temperature only when 'c' is very close 

to unity and only away from the source, unless the source neutrals 

have the same temperature as the plasma temperature. 

IV. ACCURACY OF ENERGY DEPENDENT DIFFUSION THEORY 

The numerical comparisons presented in figures 1 to A establish 

that multigroup diffusion theory provides good accuracy for the 

transport of neutral atoms in fusion plasmas. Here we present some of 

the reasons which make multigroup diffusion theory accurate. First we 

examine the effects of 'c' and the slab thickness 'a' (in mean free 

path) on the diffusion theory solution. Figures 6(a) to 6(c) show 

these effects for e=0.1 0.5, 0.9, and a=0.1, 1.0, and 10.0 mean free 

paths. These are one-group solutions. The following conclusions can 

be drawn from these results; 
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1. For 'c' close to one, diffusion theory gives accurate results 

for all values of 'a', the slab thickness. 

2. For 'a' small(optically thin slab), diffusion theory gives good 

results even for small values of 'c'. 

There are certain features in fusion plasmas which are helpful in 

improving the accuracy of diffusion theory calculations. Among these 

are: 

1. The value of c(= o /o.) for plasma-neutral interactions is 

around 0.6 in the temperature range important tc fusion 

application. 

Z. The plasma is optically thick for low energy neutrals but thin 

for high energy neutrals. As a consequence, the high energy 

neutral flux is more or leas flat in the plasma. 

3. The temperature ana density of the plasma vary in such a way 

that they are low near the edge. .This tends to give a higher 

value of 'c' and longer mean ftee path near the edge. 

<*. The neutral source at the wall is isotropic or neatly 

isotropic, and the charge-exchange cross section is also very 

nearly isotropic- Gilligan, et al-[2Al have shown in their 

application of ANISN that in going from a P to a P, cross 

section representation (using ANISN), the neutral density at 

3 3 
the center changed from 5.29x10 to 5.26x10 (less than 1%). 

The P cross section is thfe isotropic part of the total charge-

exchang* cross section, a , while P., P,, P , etc. correspond 
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to theihigher orders of anisotropy in o . Similar results have 

also been obtained by El Derini and Gelbard[25J. The charg.-s-

exchange cross section is a function of the ion-neutral 

relative velocity, v . Angular effects are prominent only when 

a neutral atom and a plasma ion have Comparable velocities. And 

the number of such pairs is not significant compared to the 

total number of particles. Hsnce anisorropy in the charge-

exchange cross section is very small. 

5. A consequence of point number 1 is that away from the surface 

with the source, fluxes in the high energy groups are larger 

than fluxes in the low energy groups. Down-scattering from the 

high energy groups prevents the rapid decay of the flux in the 

lev energy groups. If ' c' is defined for an energy group as the 

total number of particles emerging \n that group per collision 

in it, that is, as 

CI -<£, V ^ V " ('t.« V- ( 5 ) 

then it is found that the value of 'c' is very close to one for 

the lower groups away from the source. 

Figure 3 shows the comparison between diffusion theory and 

transport theory results for a 85.0cm slab with cross sections 

(21 groups) for TFTR plasma parameters. The value of 'c' as 

defined by equation (S) for the lowest energy group is very-

close to one. This group contains the surface source. Although 
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the 85.0cm plasma corresponds to about 200 m.f.p. for a neutral 

in this lowest energy group, and tbe flux for this group decays 

by about 9 orders of magnitude, the difference between the flux 

at x=0 as computed by diffusion theory and by transport theory 

is less than 10S, a remarkable result. The source is at 

x=85.0cm, 

6. As shown by the figures 6(a) and 6(b), for an optically thin 

medium, as is the case for high energy neutral atoms, diffusion 

theory with Marshak boundary conditions provides good accuracy 

even for small values of 'c'- In addition to the numerical 

evidence in figures 6(a) and 6(b), an analytical proof is 

provided in the appendix. 

V- SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The multigroup diffusion equation with Marshak boundary conditions 

provides good accuracy for the transport of neutral atoms in fusion 

plasmas. Contributing factors are that the wall-originated source 

neutrals and the charge-exchange cross sections are «• jry nearly 

isotropic. In addition, although the plasma is optically thick far low 

energy neutrals, it is optically thin for high energy neucrals. 

Finally, diffusion theory with Marshak boundary conditions provides 

good accuracy for an optically thin medium even for small values of 

'c', the ratio of scattering to total cross sections. 
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Although we have not compared our one-dimensional, multigroup 

diffusion theory code with all other available 1-D neutral atom 

transport codes, we feel that it will compete favorably with them both 

in terns of accuracy and computation time. In addition, the present 

code accomodates several types of boundary conditions and provides 

solutions in slab, cylindrical and spherical geometries. Volumetric 

sources such as due to recombination can also be used with this code. 

We have not done calculations using a volumetric source. However, in 

view of the importance of the recombination source on neutral atom 

distributions especially in high density plasmas(18|, we intend to 

carry out such calculations in the future. 

The good accuracy of multigroup diffusion theory has a very 

important implication. Calculations of neutral atom distributions in 

multidimensional fusion plasmas (such as in a torus) using a 

multigroup diffusion theory code will be much faster than either 

transport or Monte Carlo codes. A multigroup, multidimensional 

diffusion theory Finite Element Neutral Atom Transport (FENAT) code 

has been developed for use on GRAY computers. FENAT solves the 

multigroup diffusion equation in X-y and R-Z cylindrical/toroidal 

geometries[13,21 J. The code is fast and compact and has been applied 

to the calculation of the neutral atom distribution and the wall 

material erosion rates in tokamalc devices such as TEXTOR and TFTR. The 

results are reported elsewheref13,26]. The method permits an accurate 

and tine-efficient analysis of neutral atom transport in fusion 
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devices of complex geometries, such as noncircular cross section 

tokam£ks with toxoidal belt limiters or magnetic divertoxs. 
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Appendix 

DIFFUSION SOUJHON IN AN OPTICALLY THIN SLAB 

In this appendix we provide an analytical proof of the observation 

made earlier that diffusion theory with Marshak boundary conditions 

provides accurate results in an optically thin medium even for small 

values of °c'. We prove this by showing that, in order to obtain the 

same particle loss as by the transport theory from an optically thin 

slab with Small values of 'c', the diffusion theory niust use the 

P -Harshak boundary conditions. Figure 7 shows the geometries, the 

boundary conditions, and defines some terms used in the following 

transport and diffusion solutions. 

Transport solution: The one-dimensional energy and time 

independent transport equation in a homogeneous slat can be written 

aiJlSj 

u - f * / ^ - + «<>.v) = -f- ./ du" •<*•*•> { A"" 

where z is measured in terms of a mean free path, u is the cosine of 

che angle between the flight motion and the positive z-axis, #(z,u) is 

the angular flux, and 'c' is the ratio of the scattering to the total 

cross section, constant for this homogeneous slab. The boundary 

conditions are 
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• (0,10 = 2S ; V > 0 
° (A-2) 

*(a,iO = o ; v < o 

The boundary condition at z=0 is the incidence of an isotropic flux of 

magnitude of 2S . This gives a surface source of S per unit area per 

second at the surface at z=0. The expressions for reflection, R and 

transmission, T are 

R = -^1° dv u *(0,t0 

(A-3) 

T = Q / 1 du u *U,V) 

For small values of 'c' or for thin slabs, the neutrals experience 

only a few collisions, and $(z,y) can be expanded in a power series in 

'c', as 

• U.u) = I c11 * (z,u) = *.(z,u) + c ^Jz.u) + c 2 *,(z,u) + 

Putting this series in equation (A-l) and equating the powers of 'c' 

equations for « , *., etc. can be obtained as 

3* Cs.lO 
" Tz + Va'*> = ° 

u -
a^U.lO x 

3z - + •jCz.u) = •—- *T(z-) 
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where #..(z) is the total uncollided flux, i.e., * (s,u) intregated 

over u. 

The boundary conditions for • and #. are obtained by putting the 

series in equation (A-2). These are 

* (0,w) + c#,(0,u) +.. = 2S ; u > 0 

O 1 

With only the first two terms kept in the series, the solution to the 
equations (A-l) and (A-2), skipping the algebra, is 

1+E (z) , 
#(z,)i) = 2S Q e'z/v- + 2S oc [ 1 ( l - e ' z / v )} ; u > 0 i 

where E 2(z) is the exponential integral of order Z. The expressions 

for R and T, from equation (A-3), are 

R * 2 S o ~t~ [ 1 + E
3

( a > l ( ~ t • E3(a) ] 

T = 2So E3(aj + 2S Q -J=- I 1+E2(a)] ( -y- - E3<a> ) 

Differentiating T and R with respect to 'a' and taking the limic as 
'a' approaches zero, we get 
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3T 
da .1 + _»Ll = . 2 S fl-cl (A"*) 

Diffusion solution: Now the same problem is solved by diffusion 

theory without any restriction on 'c'. The homogeneous one-group 

steady state diffusion equation in z homogeneous slab is 

- £ & - - L* •(*) = 0 < A" 5> 

where, L 2 = 3(l-c). (A-6) 

The boundary conditions are taiuin as 

d-» | 

(A-7) 

_d*_l 

J. (0) = S = a 0(0) - BDo\ . , . in o t dz 2=0 

J. (a) = 0 = a *(a) + BDo, , . in t dz z~a 

For P Marshak boundary condit ions t a—1/4 and fi—1/2. Tho reflection, R 

and transmission, T are then given by 

„ = « «„, + a . e ) D a t ^ | _ i z = o 

(A-8) 
t 

d* | T = a •(a) - (l-»Do e ^ , = a 

The solution to equations (4-5) and (A-7) is 
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*Cz) = A e U + B e'1* CA-9) 

where, 

-S k o - flDo L) a" 
A 2 ? 

H 

S ( a + SDO^L) e a L 

H = ( « + BDdtI, )* ^ - C a - gOatt )* e" a L 

Now inserting equation (A-9) in equ-cion (A-8), a and 0 can be solved 

for in terns of R and T, after a straightforward but rather lengthy 

algebra. These are given by 

S sinh(aL) 
a = Dc.L t" (S0-T-R)(So+T-R) 

(A-10) 

S (S -R-Tcosh(aL)) 
(S -R-T)(S -R+T) 

Now as 'a ' approaches ze ro ( o p t i c a l l y thiti s l a b ) , s i n h ( a l ) -* a l , R "* 

0 , cosh(alJ •* 1 and T "• S . From equation <A-4) 

J3LI + _3EJ „ _ 2 S „ . , , 
3a [a=0 3a |a=0 o ( 1 c ) 

Using this result and taking the limit of equation (A-10) as 'a' •* 0, 

we get, for small 'c', 
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Lim _ 1 „„. Lint „ 1 
a - O a - - r - a B d a * 0 e - ~ 

These Are the sane as those for the Marshals, boundary conditions which 

ue have used vith the nmltigroup diffusion equation for calculating 

neutral atom transport in fusion plasmas. This shows that even for 

small values of ' c1 , total particle loss (=R+T) given by transport 

theory and diffusion theory are the same for an optically thin medium. 

To conserve particles, the absorption rates will also be the same by 

transport theory and diffusion theory. Since the flux attenuation is 

smal? in an optically thin medium, the flux given by the diffusion 

theory using Marshak boundary conditions will be accurate for such a 

medium even for small values of 'c". 

It is instructive to see how a and @ vary with. 'c' and 'a' to give 

the same Ft and X as given by transport theory. R and T can be 

calculated as functions of 'c' and 'a' by using ANIFN. Maynard[27] has 

tabulated such values. Using these values of R and T, equation (A-10) 

has been used to calculate a and p. These are shown in figure 8 

plotted as functions of 'a' for values of 'c' of 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9. We 

can very easily see that for small 'a' a and (S are very close to 1/k 

and 1/2 respectively for all values of 'c' and, for 'c' close to one, 

for all values of 'a' as is expecred for a diffusion theory. This 

proves the observation made in point 6 earlier in section IV. 
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Table t: Comparison of neutral atom flux for the lowest energy group by 
diffusion and transport' theory for a slab with TFTR plasma 
properties. The surface at x - 85 cm has unit surface source and Is 
subject to reflection boundary condltloo. 

Boundary Diffusion Transport X Difference 
Condition Theory 

Result (IDT) 
Theory 
Result (ANISN) 

x-0 x-8S x-0 jc-85 x=»0 x=85 

Vacuum 6,56 x 10"9 1.734 7.5 x 10"9 1.966 12.6 11.8 
Boundary 
Condition at 
x-0 
Reflection 2.6 x 10"8 1.734 2.44 it 10~8 1.966 6.1 11.8 
Boundary 
Condition at ! 
x-0 1 
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Figure captions; 

Figure 1: Total jjeutral atom density by IDT, SPUDNUTI6J and AN1SN[22J 

in a one-dimensional slab plasma with reflection boundary 

conditions at each surface. A unit surface source is located 

at x=40cm. The density and temperature profiles are 

13 -3 parabolic with a central density of 5x10 cm , a central T 

of 2keV and a central T. fo IkeV. 
I 

Figure 2: Total neutral atom density by IDT and ANISN[22] in a 

one-dimeTssional cylindrical plasma with reflection boundary 

conditions. A Unit surface source is located at r=40cm. 

Plasma properties are same as indicated for figure 1. 

Figure 3: Total neutral atom density in a one-dimensional slab with 

TFTR plasma properties[11]. Twenty-one energy groups have 

been used with maximum energy of AOkeV. The right surface is 

reflected and the left surface is subject to vacuum boundary 

condition. A unit surface source is located at x=85cm. 

Source energy is a few «>V. Plasma density and temperature 

profiles are parabolic, with n(0)= 5.44x10 cm and 

Ti(0)=Te(0)=16.SkeV at the center and n(a)=l.33xlOI3cnT3 and 

T.(a)=Ti(a)=110eV at the plasma edge. 
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Figure 4: Average neutral atom eoergy (eV) for the problem in figure 3 

by diffusion theory (IDT) and transport theory (ANISN). It 

can be seen that diffusion theory accurately predicts the 

average neutral atom energy in the plasma. 

Figure 5: Result from reference [3]. Neutral density is normalized to 

the source strength, and the neutral energy is normalized to 

the plasma temperature. In (a), the solid lines represent 

kinetic solution and the dashed lines, the diffusion 

approximation solution. B/A='c' and z is in mean free path. 

Notice the large difference in solution near the wall in (a) 

and the corresponding difference in the neutral energy from 

the plasma energy near the wall for all values of 'c' in 

(b). 

Figure 6(a): Effect of 'c' and slab thickness 'a' on diffusion theory 

solution with P,-Marshak boundary conditions. This is a 

one-group solution in an optically thin(a=.l mean free 

path) homogeneous slab. There is a unit surface source at 

the right surface. Both faces of the slab are subject to 

-2 -1 vacuum boundary conditions. The particle flux(cm sec ) 

is shrill for three values of 'c' (.1,-5 and .9). 

Diffusion theory gives good accuracy i.->r all values of 

'c' for this thin slab. 
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Figure 6(b): Effect of 'c' and slab thickness 'a' on diffusion theory 

solution with P.-Marsha* boundary conditions. This is a 

one-group solution in an optically thin(a=a mean free 

path) homogeneous slab. There is a unit surface source at 

the right surface. Both faces of the slab are subject to 

-2 -1) vacuum boundary conditions. The particle flux(cm sec 

is shown for three values of 'c' (.1..5 and .9). 

Diffusion theory gives good accuracy for all values of 

'c' for this thin slab. 

Figure 6(c): Effect of 'c' and slab thickness 'a1 on diffusion theory 

solution with P -Marshak boundary conditions. This is a 

one-group solution in an optically thick(a=10 mean free 

paths) homogeneous slab. There is a unit surface source 

at the right surface. Both faces of the slab are subject 

to vacuum boundary conditions. The particle 

-2 -1) flux(cm sec is shown for three values of 'c' (-1,-5 

and .9). In contrast to the results in figures 6(a) and 

6(b), this figure shows that, for an optically thick 

medium, diffusion theory is accurate for values of 'c' 

close to one and becomes increasingly less accurate for 

smaller values of 'c'. 
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Figure 7: Transport and diffusion theory solutions in a homogeneous 

slab. This figure shows the boundary conditions and defines 

R and T, the number of particles reflected at the left 

surface and transmitted across the right surface, 

respectively. 

Figure .8: Variation of a and S with 'c' and slab thicknass, 'a'- a 

and (S are calculated using equation (A-10). The values of R 

and T are taken from reference (27]. cc=l/4 and B=l/2 for 

P.-Marshak boundary conditions. This figure shows that for 

an optically thin slab(small 'a'), a and & approach 1/4 and 

1/2 respectively for all values of 'c'. 
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